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INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS AND MESSAGE 

Alumni Meet LDCE 1979 batch organized in the LDCE Campus has been reflected as a huge 

applause of success. 90 Alumni's have visited the campus and 27 were from the Department of Civil 

Engineering itself. The program has started with its scheduled timings from 5 pm onwards with 

welcome Tea and snacks. The Alumni's have revised and recalled their life as bachelor's and they 

have enjoyed the night as well. The event has been important as they have met after 40th year of 

graduation. Alumni’s have come with their family members and spouses as well for this function. 

 

 

 

The Departmental Visits, meeting with HOD and discussions with the faculty members and 

Laboratory visits held from 5.30 PM to 6.30 PM department wise in the presence of Head of the 

department and present faculty members. The Institute and central infrastructure visit has been 

commenced from 6.30 PM to 6.45 PM. The function's program, introductions, discussions and 

dinner commenced from 6.45 PM to 10 PM. The program has been initiated and commenced as per 

the tentative schedule. Around 180 peoples have visited the campus including 90 Alumni’s. 
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Discussions at the CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT, LDCE Ahmedabad 

Head of the Department Dr. R. B. Khasiya, Prof & Head (Civil) LDCE, Dr. P.G. Patel, Asso. Prof. 

(Applied Mechanics) Prof. Utkarsh P. Nigam, Asst. Prof. (Civil) and have accompanied the 

departmental visits carried out by Civil-LDCE 1979 batch Alumni. 

 

The following points and discussions have been carried out with the Alumni's of 1979 batch which 

can be summarized as the details of discussion, 

1. Departmental prospectuses and Present infrastructure: 

Head of the department and faculty members had given a brief introduction of the department to the 

Alumni's regarding number of faculties, subjects, present Curriculam etc. 

2. Lecture Halls, Laboratory area and equipments: 

Visits have been taken to the Lecture halls (17,18 of Zero Building),302,303 and Drawing hall 301. 

Alumni’s have visited various laboratories of Civil and Applied mechanics department. 
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3. Discussions related to department - Industry exposure: 

In the HOD (Civil) cabin, HOD and faculties have interacted with Alumni and asked them to suggest 

and ideate about the department industry exposure. The Alumni's have taken interested and promised 

to provide suggestions and their feedback for this type of relationships. 

4. Organisation of Expert lectures and Visits for students overall development: 

During visits and discussions, and in the meeting with HOD, Alumni's have been told to provide 

their experience to the students in terms of expert and technical lectures. Alumni's have given huge 

response for providing their interest for delivering expert lectures and revisiting the instute again. 
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5. Use of experience of the Alumni in the faith of Institute: 

HOD (Civil) has personally asked the Alumni's to share their experience and also to support the 

department in terms of endeavouring the department and hence institute. The Alumni's have told to 

support the department in terms of their time and even financially to organise the technical events 

and seminars for the betterment of students. 

 

6. Discussions in the recent NBA visit at the department: 

Alumni's were given a brief discussion of the NBA visit which has been held last month. They have 

appreciated the effort of the department as the department as appeared for the third time in NBA 

accreditation. 

7. Departmental Activities: 

HOD and Faculties have presented a description of the departmental activities organized in academic 

years such as class commencements, laboratory experiments, tutorial sessions, seminars, lectures, 

events and other academic activities.  
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8. Possibilities of future interconnections with the Students - Alumni: 

Alumni's have been discussed with the possibilities of interconnections and relations which can be 

continued in future as well. Most of the Alumni's have confirmed to revisit the department time to 

time for the students benefits. 

9. Other notable discussions during  departmental and laboratory visits: 

During departmental visits Alumni's had a huge applauded discussions with the HOD (Civil) and 

faculty members. They were amazed by the quality work that institute and department used to 

deliver even till now after so many years of their graduation. 

 

OBSERVATIONS AND FEEDBACK OF 1979-ALUMNI 

The following Notable observations given by the Alumni's of 1979 to the Department 

1. To the Department: 

Alumni's have given golden comments on the sustainability of the department for so many years. 

They were amazed by the faculty contributions for the department, I stitute and technical education 

department. 
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2. To the Faculties: 

Alumni's have asked about the number of Phd's and Masters in the faculty members and notably they 

have given a very positive outlook towards the qualifications of the faculty members. 

 

3. To the Lecture halls: 

The Alumni's have given special attention towards the infrastructure present in the classrooms and 

labs. They have appreciated the efforts made by government and institute administration and old 

officials for providing the great infrastructure and furniture. 

4. To the Laboratories: 

The Alumni's have gone through the Laboratories and equipments, especially the Geology Lab, 

Environment lab, Soil lab, Concrete lab, Earthquake lab and lobbies. 
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5. To existing facilities 

Alumni's were inspired by the presence of immense resources and faculties those were build and 

maintained by the institute after their graduation. 

 

CONCLUSION 

By the HOD and attendee faculty members 

The event has been a grand success as per the Alumni meet 1979 is concerned. The Alumni's of 

1979 batch has received and recalled their life as bachelor's. The discussions, meetings, departmental 

visits in the lecture halls, laboratories have been carried out in Civil and Applied Mechanics 

Department. 

Interactions have been done in details with the Alumni's. Alumni's have been informed about the 

present perspects and academic Curriculam of the GTU. The relation will be enhanced in future as 

well for the better practical growth and technical approaches in the betterment of students. They will 

be contacted for the Alumni interections and departmental academic council in future whenever 

required. The Alumni's of 1979 batch have praised the departmental infrastructure a lot and told to 

continue the same in future as well. 

 


